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In 1666, the old Cathedral of St. Paul in London
was destroyed by fire.
When Wren, the great architect, was clearing the site
for reconstruction, he was brought a
fragment of stone on which remained the one word

"RESURGAM"-1 shall rise again.
Wren took this as a happy omen and embodied
the word, surmounted by a phrenix,
above the south portico of the new St. Paul's.

Reproduced by courtesy of the Wren Society
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RESURGAM
~
THE EXTENSIVE DAMAGE

suffered by British towns in

the German air bombardment has attracted world-wide
attention to the scope and character of the architectural
reconstruction which will he undertaken by Great Britain
when the war is won and over.

:•

But the German air attacks have only intensified-and
in some ways simplified-problems of replanning and
rebuilding of which Great Britain had long been aware.
On the morrow of victory Great Britain will proceed to
carry out-hut on a wider, more sweeping and greatly
accelerated scale-reforms on the need for which agreement has long reigned; and in which substantial progress
had been made before the war.
U nquestionahly this reconstruction will he spectacular,
and in its technical, sociological and economic character, of

intense interest. But, seen in historic perspective, it will
he hut a natural development of a great evolutionary
process which has been going on for a thousand years and
more-a period which has seen an obscure island become
the centre of a great community of nations.
Any study of Britain's post-war plans would he incomplete without a glance at her past record in architecture.
"Whoever rebuilds London", say the authors of the
County of London Plan 1943, "will he in competition with
man's work in the past, with Wren and the builders of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth century .... " This is the
background against which all new developments must rise.
This booklet aims to show two things: The past achievements of a nation second to none, ancient or modern, in its
achievements in the first of the arts; the scope and character of the reconstruction, the outlines of which can now
he clearly perceived.
The Fire of London in 1666 destroyed the old Cathedral
Church of St. Paul. When Sir Christopher Wren, the
architect of the new Cathedral, was supervising the clearing
of the site, a workman brought him a fragment of stone on
which remained the one word "RESURGAM"-J shall rise

again. Wren took this as a happy omen; and now, so long
after, we will borrow this word to inscribe at the beginning
of our brief review of British architecture, and of Britain's
plans for rebuilding after a still greater destruction.

~
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THE MIDDLE AGES

style nor in the early and middle phases of
the Romanesque. The real architectural
history of England may be said to take its
start after William I and his conquering
Normans had brought with them to their
new kingdom the artistic standards and

Yk

~

technical knowledge of their brilliant if
ephemeral civilisation.

The results. were

seen at once in the noble group of cathedrals
and churches built during the following
one hundred and twenty years, and which
today are classed as Norman, or English
Romanesque. The subsequent Gothic style

A ZEAL FOR EXACTITUDE

would lead us

to place the beginnings of British architecture in prehistoric ·times, in which were
built the

huge

Stonehenge

and

monolithic temples
Avebury,

the

of

precise

function of which is still a matter of speculation.
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flowered freely in England, which for the
artistic merit and number of its Gothic
buildings is equalled by few countries and
surpassed, if surpassed at all, . only by
France.
The Gothic style which arose in the Ile

During the four centuries of the

de France achieved, in each land to which

Roman occupation of Britain, much build-

it spread, a separate national form, answer-

ing was carried out, and remains of forums ,

ing to differences in ritual, in civilisation

baths, theatres, and fortifications may still

and in climate. In Spain the tendency is to

be seen.

Between the departure of the

thick walls and small windows to protect

Romans in 410 and the invasion by the

against the excessively hot sun; while the

Normans in 1066 no important architecture

Moorish tradition of craftsmanship, blend-

was established of a distinct and uniform

ing with Gothic fancy , produced exquisite

character. The remote island in the North

carving in wood and stone, and metal-work

Sea did not participate in the Byzantine

of an excellence nowhere surpassed.

In

northern France and in England the dullness

characteristic gloom of the interior acquires

of the climate led to the use of larger and

an exquisite delicate coloration from the

larger windows, which were coloured; the

brilliantly hued windows which are essen-

searching winds and driving rain to a high

tial to the interior effect; the atmosphere

cant of roof; in England porches are gener-

suggests the half-light at the bottom of the

ally small, and statues, when out of doors,

sea; and the impression of unreality is

are usually canopied for protection from

augmented by the apparent suspension,

the elements.

The English Gothic rapidly

with scarcely any support, of the pointed

developed a manner of its own-stern and

stone vaults above the nave and aisles. The

withal domestic; characteristics which, it

effect is one of capricious and fantastic

may be noted, have remained permanently

invention, of a perverse defiance of the

part of the British architectural tradition.

laws of gravity.

The gloomy forests which then covered

In this section we shall have space to

much of the island led to a preoccupation

consider only the four most important

with the creation, in the interior of the

classifications of English medieval archi-

cathedral, of sensations of wonder and

seem to ascend until they lose themselves

(1066-1189), the
Early English (1189-1307), the Decorated
(1307- 1377), and the Perpendicular (13771485). Norman architecture has a bold and

in the mysterious h eaven s. At an enormous

massive character and its chief features are

height the vaults, with their stone ribs,

semi-circular arches, stout cylindrical piers,

t ecture-the

mystic awe. The clustered pillars with their
inevitable suggestion of enormous trees

have the appearance of a dim network of

Norman

ornaments, appears scarcely to emerge

flat buttresses and small windows.

The

from the gloom; and everywhere there is

ecclesiastical buildings of the

clerestory windows resembles the glimpses

a

stone-

period have something of the character of

of the sky seen through the topmost

embroidery, stone saints and angels, plants

fortresses, and seem to reflect the insecurity

branches

branches.

The light admitted by the

profusion

of

sculpture

and

Norman

the

and flowers, trefoils and quatrefoils, cusps

and lawlessness of the time. The various

clerestory the triforium arcades seem to

and traceries, crockets and finials-the

Gothic styles which followed, becoming

open upon mysterious caverns.

At the

exuberant and completely original orna-

increasingly gracious and ornamental, re-

eastern end, the choir, with its gossamer

ment of the Gothic. The pervading and

flect the growing security and amenity of

of forest

trees.

Below
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more important) in the vaultings of the

decoration rather than structural logic. The

nave and aisles made it possible to con-

architects of the fourteenth century lav -

struct much higher and lighter buildings.

ished their skill and ingenuity upon the

Simultaneously a greater ingenuity in the

geometrical and fl.owing tracery of the

employment of the buttress principle made

window frames (the ogee arch is a frequent

it possible to transfer much more of the

feature) and the complex and fantastic

thrust of the roof and vaults to the lateral

detail of the vaults . In the "Angel Choir "

buttresses supporting the exterior walls.

in Lincoln Cathedral and the nave of

Consequently it became possible to achieve

Exeter, to take two examples illustrated in

stability with much more slender internal

this booklet. D ecorated ornament attains

piers. The Early English style is marked by
height, by tall and narrow windows, projecting buttresses, by pinnacles and steep
roofs . The massive Norman pier is replaced
by groups of slender shafts, and there are
generally simplicity of outline and restraint
in ornament. Salisbury Cathedral (excepthuman life.

Among the chief Norman

ing the upper stages of the tower and the

buildings in England are the Cathedrals of

spire) and Lincoln (nave and chapter house)

Durham and P eterborough (illustrated),

are in this style and are shown on the

Norwich, Gloucest er, Oxford, Ely, Here-

following pages : other examples of cathe-

ford,Winchester, St.Albans, and Chichester;

drals are York (transepts), Lichfield, Ely

there are numerous abbeys and churches;

(choir, transepts and porch) . Various parts

among secular buildings are the Jews'

of Westminst er Abbey are in this style,

House, Lincoln, the White Tower (Tower of

which is also represented in many secular

London) , and Colchester Castle.

buildings- such as Haddon Hall, Little

The most significant Gothic innovation is

Wenham Hall, Stokesay.

generally held to he the pointed arch .

8

The replacement by this of the round

In the n ext phase of the Gothic a ten-

Roman arch in doors and windows and (for

den cy is apparent to concentrate upon

a wonderful richness. Many cathedrals have

while a peculiarly English feature is the

Decorated features, including Ely, York,

"fan and pendent" vault. Examples of the

St. Albans, Lichfield; there are Decorated

Perpendicular manner are St. Margaret's,

chapter houses at Salisbury, Wells, and

Westminster; parts of Westminster Abbey;

Southwell, and various castles and secular

the west fronts of Winchester, Gloucester,

buildings in this style still survive-inter-

and Beverley; St. George's Chapel, Windsor,

esting examples being among the ruins of

particula~ly

famous; Sherborne Minster;

Kenilworth Castle and at Penshurst; the

the nave of Canterbury and choir of York

roof of Westminster Hall, now destroyed,

Cathedral;

was a famous example of the Decorated

Barsham Manor.

Warwick

Castle

and

East

style.
In England, Wales and Scotland there
With the fourth phase, the Perpendi-

are upwards of forty cathedrals, hundreds of

cular, a full cleavage is apparent between

parochial churches, abbeys, monastic build-

Gothic art in England and its sister art in

ings, collegiate chapels, libraries and schools

France. In France the style of the fifteenth

of the Middle Ages. Yet even in the six-

century is known as the Flamboyant, which

teenth century there were only two towns

well describes its character, and, dazzling

in Great Britain with more than 10,000

though are its effects, there is a decline in

inhabitants.

For so tiny a nation, this

structural values and in the primary archi-

architectural achievement is prodigious.

tectural considerations of mass and line.

The Cathedral of Lincoln and the Minster of

The Gothic architects in England corrected

York dwarf the secular and religious build-

the tendency towards ornament for orna-

ings oflater, richer and more populous ages.

ment's sake by employing a style marked by

The whole effort and interest of the people

severe perpendicular lines in window and

must have been concentrated upon the

buttress, by immense size of window and by

mighty buildings which they raised to the

a chaste and delicate use of ornament.

glory of God; and looking at them to-day,

King's College Chapel, Cambridge, is one of

the people of Great Britain see in them a

the most famous buildings in this style. In

precious part of the dear heritage each one

this period the triforium is often absent,

of them would die to defend.

Gothic Builders:
from a medieval print.
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Darham: The effective grouping of
Cathedral and Castle above the town.

Durham Cathedral: The nave-regarded
as the fines! Norman nave in England.

THE SPRINGTIDE OF ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE: DURHAM
Durham Cathedral exhibits the Norman phase of
medieval English architecture. The windows are
round-arched and small. The buttresses are fiat,
even projections of the walls. Ornament is restricted. The general character of the buildmg is
robust, simple and massive. The extraordinary
impression of nobility is in part derived from the

10

magnificent position above the River Wear. In their
situations the English cathedrals are usually at an
advantage over those of France, which are generally
placed in crowded areas of towns: Salisbury,
Canterbury and Lincoln, for instance, are secluded
among lawns and trees.
Durham Cathedral was constructed c. 1120.

THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY: WELLS .. •'

Wells Cathedral in Somerset is generally regarded as
possessing the finest west front in England; the
display of grouped statuary is unique among
Gothic cathedrals, The sculpture is simple, powerful
and graceful; the entire conception has the vigour
and freedom associated with the Early English
phase of the Gothic (1189-1307), whose main
development took place in that glorious summer
of the Middle Ages, the t hirteenth century.
This huge church, with its various ecclesiastical
builclings, stands in a city of a mere 5,000 people;
which no doubt was the normal relationship between
the gigantic cathedrals of the Middle Ages and the
tiny communities whose devotion built them.

~
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Wells Carhedral
fro m the south-east.
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••• AND

PETERBOROUGH

The magnificent portico of P eterborough Cathedral, 15B ft. wide, is an exceptional feature in the whole of
Gothic architecture. This great west front, constructed contemporaneously with Wells (1235), illustrates
the vigorous variety of English Gothic in the thirteenth century. Like most cathedrals, Peterborough has
features in various styles; the nave is Norman, and, after Durham, is the finest in England.
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THE FAIRY CHARACTER OF SALISBURY

Salisbury Cathedral's beautifully proportioned tower
and spire-the loftiest in England-ascend amid surroundings of peaceful beauty in a gracious old town
which still retains much of the tranquil atmosphere of
earlier centuries. Salisbury Cathedral, apart from the
tower and spire, is almost entirely in the Early
English style.
Marked by a certain unassuming simplicity, Salisbury
more than any other great cathedral is characteristic
of church architecture in medieval England (1220- 1266).

Salisbury Cathedral:-the westfront.

Delicate vaulting in Salisbury Cathedral.
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THE CULMINATION OF THK ENGLISH GOTHIC: LINCOLN

Lincoln is one of the greatest churches in Christendom. The central tower has been called the finest
Gothic tower in existence. In the discrimination of its ornament, in the simplicity and power of its
massing, Lincoln Cathedral displays the English Gothic movement in full maturity. AU three towers
were once capped by spires. The effect must have been most imposing. Most of Lincoln is in the
Early English style and was constructed 1185-1200.

Lincoln Cathedral- the central tower
seen from the Vicar's Court.

On right: Two views of the interior of Lincoln Cathedral
and thefam.ou.s '~A ngel Choir" , i,n the Decorated manner,
added 1256-·1280. Above, the t.riforinm a.rcades; the angels,
which give the choir its name, can just be seen, finely
sculptured, in the spandrels of the triforium; below, the
Chapter House.

The view towards the choir.

A FAMOUS GOTHIC INTERIOR-EXETER
Exceptionally rich in varied tracery and carved
wood and stonework, Exeter Cathedral has one
of the most beautiful interiors in Gothic architecture. The vaulted ceiling is remarkable

for its exquisite arches, spreading fan-wise
from the capitals of the vaulting shafts. Exeter
is in the J)ecorated phase, in which gr ace and
delicacy tend to supersede breadth and boldness.
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